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Cause-and-effect:  

lack of communication 

—> customer uncertainty 

Cause-and-effect: Providing the 

reason for lack of communication 

Cause-and-effect: Faulty aircraft 

—> delayed passengers 

Contextualisation:  

Simultaneous event as point of 

comparison 

Appraisal: Frustration with 

Qantas 

SAT 1: weak E (engineers), weak N (waited … Australia),  

weak Pers (passengers), Prox (Australia)  

SAT 2: N (other flights … delayed by fog);  

E/S (Dubai international airport, the world’s busiest for international travel); E 

(UAE’s National Center of Meteorology & Seismology),  

N/S (fog warning… below 100 metres in most areas); T (on Saturday morning); N/I/

S (The murk threatened to … hundreds of thousands of people), T (on Saturday 

night)  

HEAD: cultural Prox/E (Qantas); S (hundreds of), N (stranded), T (over New 

Year’s), weak Pers (passengers) 

SUB: cultural Prox/E (Qantas); Prox (Australia), weak Eliteness (engineers), weak 

N (wait … Australia), weak Pers (customers) 

Image: Aesthetic Appeal (sunset reflections and colour cast) 

cultural Prox/E (Qantas plane) 

Caption: cultural Prox/E (Qantas), Prox (Sydney), N (delayed…), S (for at least 20 

hours) 

LEAD: S (hundreds of), (cultural) Prox/E (Qantas), T (New Year’s Eve), weak Pers 

(passengers), N/I (stranded, after … delayed), S (by more than 20 hours), Prox 

(Sydney) 

SAT 3: cultural Prox/E (Qantas), weak Pers (customers expressed their frustration), 

N/I (frustrations at the delays); 

Pers (Mia Parkes-Talbot; “I really want …home) 

N (“I’ve been delayed … now I’m stranded; before … in an airport hotel) 

T (yesterday, now, on Friday night, the first moments of 2017) 

SAT 4: weak N (searched for answers), Pers (Rob Voase), Pos (you’ve put us up in a 

lovely hotel) 

N (have no idea… uncertainty), T (tomorrow), Pers (Steven Powell) 

cultural Prox/E (Qantas), T (‘s happening, is, ‘s, NYE), Prox (in Sydney) 

N (stranded, may miss)  

SAT 5: Prox (to Sydney) 

T (as soon as possible, is continuing, on Saturday) 

cultural Prox/E (Qantas), E (a Qantas spokeswoman) 

weak Pers (passengers)  
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